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this version is just a tag (not a release). we actually have
an issue with the github repository with some files that
are not being downloaded. the installer is built using a
shortcut we created, so its a self extracting archive. if

you dont have a dedicated firebase account, you can add
one here. forzaprofile is a great tool for checking stats

and config. every time you update your forzaprofile, the
config is updated. its a part of the download. to allow the
new row mode, i recommend using android studio 1.1 or

later. i only support the 1.1 version of android studio
because it is compatible with maps 2.2. if you install

android studio with the beta updates, you can update it
via settings. it has a new version of maps, but its not

compatible with this new update. the product is based on
a combination of two polymers. the first is a product

used by the logging industry for marking trees. this self-
curing polymer can be adhered to a variety of surfaces,
including relatively smooth surfaces such as the sides of
the garage, and, when cured, adheres to itself with little
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to no force. the second is the adhesive in the standard
"police search/preserve" adhesive tape, which creates a
strong adhesive bridge after application. combining the

two materials allows the adhesive to be applied in a thin,
even coat, and automatically bonds itself when the tape

is removed. this is demonstrated in the video by applying
the polymer to a smooth plastic surface, and then

securing the tape to it with a very thin layer of adhesive.
this polymer-based adhesive only requires thin film

thickness (i.e. does not require a thicker application of
adhesive as is the case with the standard adhesive used
in tape-based adhesive systems) and is also temperature

insensitive.
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searching for vehicles in the garage got easier with our
new search function.to do this you need to select the

gear icon to the right of each vehicle title on the row you
wish to search from then type the make and model of

vehicle in the text box. if you are having problems with
this, please send me your forzaprofile and i will look at it.

we made some changes to how the stats work in the
forza garage. the good news is that we fixed a bug where
"garage view" was not preventing people from using the

stats and we moved the stats up to the end of the
garage view. we've made some changes to how the stats
work in the forza garage. the good news is that we fixed
a bug where "garage view" was not preventing people
from using the stats and we moved the stats up to the

end of the garage view. you can delete all your rows, and
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if youre just looking for a single column garage then you
can just add a new row. if youre trying to run and overfill
the garage, dont! make sure you have a good amount of
water in the tank. this is the first major update to the app

since i released it about a year ago. ive added a new
row, a easier way to delete rows, a new way to add a

new column to a garage. ive added new features to the
garage menu, added column spacing, and in general

have improved the main screen. its super easy to add to
your homescreen, just download and follow the

instructions. ive also re-organized the tutorial mode so
that everything is clearly labeled so you dont have to

read a bunch of text to figure out how to change gears.
id like to encourage people to try this out, it works for
me, ive run the garage like this for over a year, and it

should work for you too. 5ec8ef588b
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